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Punto 1. =QUANDO SERVE ?





Do we need Guidelines and an 
EBM process ?

Probably to minimize the bias of 
large variabily in dealing with 

similar issue



The example of WEANING



“Weaning” according to 
Rubens



“Weaning” according to 
Tricia KLINE



“Weaning” according to 
Diego RIVERA



PICO= Population-Intervention–Comparison-Outcome 



The “easiest” one:

THE CASE of COPD



Mortality



COPD Evidence Profile

How much can we trust the 
evidence?

What is the evidence?



From Evidence to 
Recommendation..



Going from Evidence to 
Recommendation

Rochwerg et al. Intensive Care Med (2014) 40:877–879



COPD Recommendation

“We recommend bilevel NIV for patients with 
acute respiratory failure leading to acute or 
acute on chronic respiratory acidosis, (pH ≤ 
7.35) due to COPD exacerbation (strong 
recommendation, high certainty in the 
evidence)”



COPD: New from Previous 
Guidelines

“We recommend a trial of bilevel NIV in 
patients considered to require ETI and 
mechanical ventilation, unless the patient is 
immediately deteriorating (strong 
recommendation, moderate certainty in the 
evidence)”



“Slam Dunks”

• Strong Recommendation for Initiation
– Acute exacerbation of COPD with hypercarbia 
– Cardiogenic pulmonary edema



Pre-hospital CPE

“We suggest that CPAP or 
bilevel NIV be used for 
patients with acute respiratory 
failure due to CPE in the pre-
hospital setting (conditional 
recommendation, low 
certainty of evidence)”

Favours NIVIntubation



Punto 2. = QUANDO POTREBBE 
SERVIRE



Conditional 
Recommendation 
For

No 
recommendation

Conditional 
Recommendation 
Against

Immunocompromised 
patients with resp failure

Asthma Exacerbation Post-extubation respiratory 
failure

Postoperative resp failure De novo Respiratory Failure

Palliative care associated 
dyspnea

Pandemic Viral Illness

Chest trauma (lung 
contusion)

Prophylaxis post-extubation 
in high risk

Weaning from MV in COPD 
patients
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Palliative Care

• NIV in patients with respiratory failure receiving 
palliative care?
– NIV improved dyspnea – lowered Borg scale by 

0.89 points (95% CI 0.79-0.99)
– NIV decreased opioid requirement – 32.4mg less 

morphine equivalents (95% CI 17.4-47.4)

“We suggest offering NIV to dyspnoeic patients for 
palliation in the setting of terminal cancer or other terminal 
conditions. (Conditional recommendation, moderate 
certainty of evidence)”
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Weaning from MV in COPD 
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Chest Trauma



Chest Trauma
• Heterogenous population

– Severity of illness, rib # vs flail chest, other 
injuries

• Various comparators
– Supplemental oxygen vs invasive ventilation

“We suggest NIV for chest trauma patients with 
ARF. (Conditional recommendation, moderate 
certainty of evidence)”
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Pts without Treatment Failure

No diff Comfort or Dyspnea, Mortality (6.8 v 4.8%), 
Focal erythema (9.4 v 2.5%)

Stephan JAMA 2015



Postoperative RF

• Heterogenous type of surgical procedures
– Abdominal, Thoracic, Cardio-Thoracic 
– CPAP and NIV used 
– Different comparator (i.e. standard O2 and HOF)
- Surgical complications such as anastomotic leak or 
intra-abdominal sepsis should be addressed first 

“We suggest NIV for postoperative patients 
with ARF. (Conditional recommendation, 
moderate certainty of evidence)”



Punto 3. =QUANDO FERMARSI



Prophylaxis in COPDE

“We suggest NIV not be used in patients 
with hypercapnia who are not acidotic in the 
setting of a COPD exacerbation (conditional 
recommendation, low certainty in the 
evidence)”





Delayed intubation increases mortality

Carrillo A et al. Intensive Care Med 2012;38:458-466
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Courtesy of F.Rizzonelli
TIME

SEVERITY

Time course

P/F  300

P/F  250

P/F  200



TIMING and LOCATION

1 2 3

1: PREVENT ARF 
progression2: AVOID intubation

3: ALTERNATIVE to 
intubation

1: WARD

2: HIGH DEPENDENCY 
UNIT or ICU3: ICU or HIGH 
DEPENDENCY UNIT

P/F 300

P/F 250

P/F 200



ARDS is associated with an high risk of NIV failure





NIV use %    17%.       21%.      15%





62 patients, 47 with ARDS. In patients with 
p/f<200, Vt is Good predictor prediction for 
NIV failure



Mechanisms of VILI: role of transpulmonary pressure (PL)

PL = Paw - Ppl
(ventilator)(muscles)

20

-20

PL = 40 cmH2O

VILI

20

-5

PL = 25 cmH2O
Paw

Ppl

During SB the airway pressure 
(Paw) may be lower than during 
CMV, this does not necessarily 
translate into a lower pressure 
across the lung (i.e. a lower PL). 

Unfortunately end inspiratory transpulmonary
pressure is impossible to know during NIV, 
despite it can surrogated by dynamic
transpulmonary pressure, whose
measurement however requires esophageal
baloon and is not clinically feasible in all
patients





Question 5: Should NIV be used in de novo ARF?

De novo respiratory failure refers to respiratory failure occurring 
without prior chronic respiratory disease.

Most patients in this category have hypoxaemic respiratory failure, 
usually defined as significant hypoxaemia (arterial oxygen 
tension/inspiratory oxygen fraction ratio (PaO2/FIO2) ⩽200), 
tachypnoea (respiratory rate >30–35 breaths·min–1) and a non-
COPD diagnosis



Specific risks have been described with NIV and there is not 
enough evidence to recommend its use. 

Further research is needed and this question requires reappraisal 
in the future. 

Considering that some studies have identified populations likely to 
succeed with NIV, a trial of NIV might be offered to a patient with 
hypoxaemic respiratory failure, community-acquired pneumonia or 
early ARDS if they are being managed by an experienced clinical 
team, are carefully selected are closely monitored in the ICU, 
reassessed early after starting NIV and intubated promptly if they 
are not improving. 

Question 5: Should NIV be used in de novo 
ARF?



CONCLUSIONS

The “new” guidelines emphasized the role of NIV as first line 
treatment for:

ARF due to COPD exacerbation with pH<7.35 and CPE, 
even outside the hospital   GO FOR IT !

“New” conditional recommendation for: 
Post operative respiratory failure – palliative care – chest trauma
– prophylaxis of post extubation failure in high risk patients
YOU MAY USE IT !

ARDS and DE NOVO ARF: PROBABLY STOP IT !



IN THIS TASK FORCE 100% MAN !
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